
Looking, liking and locating: aesthetic experiences shape spatial representation

INTRODUCTION
Object-location associations are a hallmark of spatial 
cognition. These are usually established while we interact 
with the object, but little is known about the role of 
subjective experience in shaping this what-where binding.
Here, we investigated how aesthetic experience of an 
artwork affects the representation of that artwork’s 
spatial location.

Museums are an interesting experimental setting, because 
they implicitly impose spatial constraints on aesthetic 
experience. The gallery space needs to be navigated even if 
not attended to, and aesthetic experiences are linked to the 
spatial location of the displayed objects.

1) Online visit of a virtual gallery
Exhibition curated by the Museum of Contemporary Digital Art.
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Did you see this artwork? Drag and drop the artwork
to its location

How much do you like
this artwork?

Yes No Really
dislike

Really
like

2) Recognition task
48 artworks

3) Map task
Seen artworks, £ reward

4) Liking task
48 artworks

24/48 artworks randomly selected,
Randomly located

EXPERIMENT 1: Aesthetic experience modulates memory for walls

General Performance (n=124)
Recognition task Map task Liking task
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Correctly locating artwork 
on left, front or right wall: 

above chance
High recognition rate

Distributed
liking ratings

Does aesthetic experience modulate memory for walls?
Pilot dataset (n=96, festivals, 

βliking =0.22, p=0.014)
Main dataset (n=124,

Prolific, βliking =0.13, 
p=0.006)

Participants remember better 
the wall where artworks they 

liked were presented.

Is the relation between liking and wall-memory set at encoding or at retrieval?
Encoding: behaviour during museum visit?
• Participants spend more time and get closer to artworks 

they like (p<0.001)
• The effect of liking on wall memory remains after 

accounting for viewing duration and distance (p=0.023)
The effect cannot be explained by mere exposure or 
viewing position.

Encoding: storage of contextual 
information?
• Test: RTs of the recognition task.
• Recognition is faster for liked artworks 

which wall is known (p=0.038)
The liking-wall memory association 
was automatically stored in memory.

Retrieval: accessibility or scene 
reconstruction?
• Test: RTs of the map task.
• Participants are slower for artworks they like 

(p=0.0019)
The liking-wall memory association may 
involve scene reconstruction.

Recalling the wall requires recalling heading orientation. This suggests that 
positive aesthetic experience enhances first-person spatial representations.

EXPERIMENT 2: link to attentional focus? EXPERIMENT 3: duration? DISCUSSION
• The tasks are 

performed 24h after 
the museum visit

• The effect of liking 
on wall memory is 
still observed 
(p=0.0032)

The effect is long-
lasting and encoded 
in episodic memory.

• Instruction: “evaluate the 
abstractness of artworks”

• Abstractness ratings
• The effect of liking on wall 

memory remains (p=0.045), after 
accounting for abstractness.

The effect is specific to aesthetic 
experience and automatic.

Subjective experience shapes the 
what-where binding process.

How abstract is
this artwork?

Completely
realistic

Completely
abstract

(n=79, Prolific,
βliking =0.13, p=0.028)

(n=82, Prolific,
βliking =0.17, p=0.0032)
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Positive aesthetic experience 
enhances first-person spatial 
representations
Stored from encoding
Specific to subjective experience
Incidental: no attention to space 

or liking required
Long-lasting


